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Citizenship grants immigrants equal rights and responsibilities, and it ensures their 
recognition as a full part of society, it is particularly important in the context of the 
European Union. Yet access to the European Citizenship is linked to the acquisition of 
the nationality of each member state, and is therefore regulated by national legislation.  

With Spain quickly becoming one of the main countries of naturalisations in Europe it is 
necessary to understand the role that the state plays in this crucial step towards 
integration. To contextualise how the naturalisation process can affect potential New 
European Citizens this conference will present the results from the research project 
“Differentiation in the Naturalisation of Immigrants in Spain” (DNIs), directed by CIDOB 
and co-funded by the Open Society Foundations.  

This will be followed by a discussion on how to remove the obstacles to citizenship and 
to promote naturalisation. In part this will include the presentation of the “Immigrant 
Citizenship Campaigns” project, funded by the Open Society Institute for Europe 
(OSIFE), which promotes naturalization and political mobilisation of migrants as citizens 
in 10 European countries.      

Finally, the possible role that the European Union can play in this debate will be 
analysed. The debate will focus on the impact that European Citizenship has had in the 
remodelling of the Member States’ competences in terms of acquisition and loss of 
nationality. 

 
Welcome and Presentation  

 Costanza Hermanin, Senior Policy Analyst, Equality and Migration at Open Society 
Foundations 

   
 The case of Spain: how the naturalisation process affects potential New European 

Citizens? 
 Anna Bardolet, Researcher, CIDOB  

   
 How to encourage immigrants to become citizens? 

 Thomas Huddleston, Programme Director at Migration Policy Group 
   
 What role can the European Union play in the acquisition and loss of nationality? 

 Sergio Carrera, Senior Research Fellow and Head of the Justice and Home Affairs 
Programme at Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS)  

 
 Open Debate with Audience 

 
  

Places are limited 
Please confirm your attendance 
activitats@cidob.org  

 

http://www.cidob.org/en/temas_regiones/migraciones/dnis_diferenciacion_en_la_nacionalizacion_de_los_inmigrantes_en_espana
http://www.migpolgroup.com/diversity-integration/immigrant-citizenship-campaigns/
http://www.migpolgroup.com/diversity-integration/immigrant-citizenship-campaigns/
http://www.ceps.eu/publications/european-citizenship-crossroads-enhancing-european-cooperation-acquisition-and-loss
mailto:activitats@cidob.org

